September 21: Official World Peace Day!

“It is only the dead who have seen the end of the war.” Plato B
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Celebrating The International Day of Peace through "Operation Healing for the World & Giving with the Stars"

The United Nations‘ International Day of Peace, also known as the World Peace Day, is an annual celebration that promotes peace, justice, and sustainable development. This year, Beverly Hills 90210 is celebrating the day through "Operation Healing for the World & Giving with the Stars". The event aims to spread awareness and encourage people to take action towards creating a more peaceful world. The day serves as a reminder of the importance of peace and the need for collective efforts to maintain it.

It is fitting to end the day with a quote from Plato, who famously stated, “It is only the dead who have seen the end of the war.” This quote serves as a reminder that we are all part of a larger global family and that peace is attainable through our collective efforts. Let us all strive to make the world a better place, one small step at a time.
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